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“As the UC prides itself on being an agent of social mobility for students, it might follow that UC 
could similarly be an agent of social mobility for lower-wage workers . . . [UC needs to] better 

compensate lower wage workers, both employed and contracted—so that fewer would be 
concerned about housing, hunger and healthcare . . . [M]uch work remains, including holding 

flat executive compensation and benefits that near many hundreds of thousands of dollars and 
more, far beyond what the average Californian would think reasonable for the employee of  

a public university.” 
—Jerry Brown, Governor of California

“Reading this report was extremely troubling to me. The University of California is one of the 
premier state university systems in the world, and the fact that it consistently exhibits racial and 

gender disparities in employee compensation and promotion sends a terrible message  
to the larger public. The UC system as a whole must take immediate steps to address  
persistent inequalities from the bottom to the top—starting with its lowest paid and  

most diverse workforce.” 
—Donna Murch, Associate Professor of History at Rutgers University

“This important and well-documented study shines a bright spotlight on troubling employment 
and compensation patterns disadvantaging many workers employed at the campuses of the 
University of California. The findings are consistent with state-wide trends identified at the 

recent ‘State of Black California’ hearings organized by the California Legislative Black Caucus.” 
—James Stewart, Professor Emeritus of Labor and Employment Relations at  

Penn State University

“There’s a growing public will to address conditions that have historically stifled  
progress for disadvantaged communities.” 

—Alice Huffman, President of the California State Conference NAACP
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Executive Summary

As the University of California celebrates “150 
years of pioneering a better future,” this 
report draws upon not-previously released 

demographic data of UC’s own workforce, and includes 
a case study of UC’s lowest-paid and most diverse 
employee segment to reveal a racial and gender 
dimension to the widening gap between the highest- 
and lowest-paid workers. This report also examines 
the decline of Blacks within this workforce, and related 
outsourcing practices that undermine wages and 
working conditions.

From 2005-2015, the income gap between  
UC’s highest-paid and lowest-paid workers  
got much wider

A  The ratio between the average salary for UC’s top 
1% of wage earners and the median salary for all 
workers grew from 7:1 to 9:1. Top administrator 
salaries grew by 64%.

A  The share of total payroll cost for UC’s top 10% of 
wage earners grew from 22% to 31%, while the share 
for the bottom 50% dropped from 24% to just 22%.

UC’s highest-paid administrators include  
a higher proportion of whites and men  
than the State of California while its lowest-
paid workers are mainly people of color  
and women

A  Compared to California as a whole, both women and 
people of color are dramatically under-represented 
in the ranks of UC’s senior managers and executives.

A  AFSCME Local 3299, a union representing UC’s 
lowest-paid workers, is the most diverse segment  
of the University’s workforce—79% non-white,  
and 56% female.

Analysis of UC’s low-wage workforce 
(AFSCME-represented service and  
patient care workers) reveals racial  
and gender hierarchies

A  White and Asian/Pacific Islander (API) workers are 
more often hired into higher-paying titles, while 
Blacks, Latinos and Latinas are more often hired into 
lower-paying job titles.

A  Men are more concentrated in higher-paying job 
titles, and women in lower-paying titles.

A  On average, Latinos and Latinas earn starting wages 
21% lower than white workers, and Blacks earn 20% 
less than whites. 

A  Average starting wages for women are as much as $2 
per hour less than men.

A  The patterns of racial and gender hierarchy are 
consistent across all UC campuses.

Within UC’s low-wage workforce, Black 
women face the greatest income disparities

A  Depending on whether they are service or patient care 
workers, respectively, average starting wages for Black 
women are 10% or 23% lower than for white men. 
This is a difference of $3,946 or $15,785 per year.

A  Among frontline patient care workers, racial pay 
gaps are the most prominent. White men and white 
women make higher average starting wages than all 
other demographic groups.

A  Among service workers, the gender gap appears 
more determinative. All male demographic groups 
make higher average starting wages than female 
groups, with white men making the highest.
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Blacks are disappearing from UC’s service 
and patient care workforce

A  In 1996, Blacks comprised 19% of all UC service and 
patient care workers. By 2015, they comprised just 
12%—a 37% decline.

A  The Black AFSCME-represented workforce is declining 
at every UC campus, but the starkest drops have been 
at UCLA, UC San Diego, and UC Santa Barbara.

A  While UC service and patient care jobs pay among 
the lowest wages at UC, they have historically 
offered a ladder to the middle class for the most 
diverse segments of UC’s workforce. A sudden loss of 
Black workers represents a problematic trend at the 
state’s third largest employer.

Outsourced UC contractors are less  
white than UC employees and are also  
paid a lot less

A  UC’s own numbers suggest that it outsources work 
to over 7,000 contract workers—workers doing the 
same jobs as its lowest-paid career employees but 
earning as much as $8.50 less per hour.

A  A recent California State Audit accused UC of 
improperly replacing employees with contractors.

A  Surveys of outsourced contractors at UC Berkeley and 
UCLA suggest a higher percentage of Blacks than among 
directly employed UC workers who do the same jobs.

A  In addition to lower wages, many outsourced 
workers receive no benefits and report illegal labor 
abuses such as wage theft.

A  Surveys show many UC contractors are not temporary, 
but work full-time at the University for decades.

UC’s minimum wage policy perpetuates racial 
and gender inequality instead of curing it

A  UC’s $15 minimum wage policy is rooted in 
protecting financial incentives that encourage UC 
to outsource what would otherwise be middle class 
jobs for workers of color.

A  UC’s own internal audits show the policy is not being 
enforced, creating even more downward pressure on the 
wages of UC’s lowest-paid and most vulnerable workers.

Recommendations

The University of California must do more to combat 
inequality within its ranks. The lowest-paid jobs at UC 
must be preserved as ladders to the middle class for 
communities of color, and UC should enact policies 
that promote career advancement and strengthen 
protections against discrimination. UC should also 
take steps to address the wide ranging inequities and 
abuses faced by vulnerable outsourced workers—
including hiring them directly or guaranteeing them 
equal pay with career employees who do the same jobs. 
A more detailed discussion of these recommendations 
can be found at the end of this report.
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* AFSCME represents service workers, such as custodians and groundskeepers, as well as patient care workers, such as nurse’s aides, unit 
secretaries, X-ray technicians, and workers who clean patient rooms.

Introduction: By Demanding Economic, Racial, and 
Gender Equality at UC, Workers Continue Legacy of 
Pioneering a Better Future

In 2018, the University of California marks the 150th 
year anniversary of its founding. As UC celebrates 
“150 years of pioneering a better future,”1 it’s 

important to understand how UC’s reputation as a 
pioneer, particularly with respect to the social issues 
of the time, has been influenced by the needs of UC 
stakeholders making demands upon its institutional 
leadership. For example:

A  The UC did not admit women until 1871, after outcry 
from its Faculty Senate.2

A  UC’s association with the Free Speech Movement of 
the 1960’s was a product of student protests after UC 
Berkeley administrators banned Civil Rights and Anti-
War political activity.

A  UC stakeholders fought for 10 years before UC 
Regents finally divested from Apartheid South Africa 
in 1986.3

Other important anniversaries this year are the 50th 
anniversary of the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. during a strike of Black sanitation workers 
represented by the American Federation of State, 
County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), and 
the 70th anniversary of UC service and patient care 
workers joining the AFSCME labor union.

Like other UC constituencies, the efforts and struggles 
of AFSCME-represented UC workers* have played a key 
role in moving the University of California to act on 
pressing social and economic issues of the day—often 
at great risk to themselves and their families, and 

almost always in the face of strong resistance from top 
University administrators. 

In 1950, AFSCME-represented UC janitors waged the 
first strike in UC’s history, declaring that they deserved 
a living wage and winning the first-ever UC staff 
benefits package.4 They overcame demands from UC 
Regents to either sign a McCarthyist “loyalty oath” 
or lose their jobs.5 In 1970, Black “Dormitory Maids” 
voted to join AFSCME to fight against race and gender 
discrimination in the workplace.6 In 1972, these 
workers waged a 20-week strike and won a first-ever 
agreement signed by UC barring discrimination against 
women in response to UC claims of “[immunity] from 
many federal regulations against sex discrimination.”7 
In 1983, AFSCME won UC’s recognition of a paid 
holiday in honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. And 
later that same decade, as anti-immigrant sentiment 
began to sweep across California, UC San Francisco 
attempted to implement an “English only” rule 
for employees. AFSCME-represented UC workers 
ultimately waged a two-year campaign to stop them.8

Most recently, in 2015, when UC President Janet 
Napolitano announced phasing in a $15 minimum 
wage, the University portrayed the act as emblematic 
of UC’s leadership and progressive values. In reality, 
President Napolitano’s action was spurred by 
increasing scrutiny around the outsourcing of UC 
jobs—which were already subject to a $15 minimum 
wage after AFSCME members waged a one-week 
strike years prior—to low-wage service contractors not 
subject to UC’s own labor standards.
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Ultimately, a closer look at history reveals that the 
UC’s reputation for progressive change is more the 
result of its stakeholders’ determination rather than 
a trailblazing administration. This backdrop provides 
important context for the social and economic issues 
of today—increasing income inequality, intersectional 
struggles, such as Black Lives Matter and #MeToo, and 
UC’s own professed commitment to increasing social 
mobility for disadvantaged populations. 

While a lot of focus is placed on these issues of 
diversity and social mobility in the context of UC’s 
student population, they have equally important 
implications for the University’s frontline workforce.

Using newly available data specific to one of the 
largest and most diverse segments of that workforce, 
AFSCME-represented UC workers, this report offers a 
case study to assess how well the University is living 
up to its highest ideals of “pioneering a better future.”9 

— •  1948: AFSCME’s first local chapter at UC is 
chartered at UC Berkeley 

— •  1950: UC Berkeley Custodians strike for two 
weeks and overcome administration demand 
for McCarthyist “loyalty oath” to win wage 
increase and first UC benefits package

— •  1970: UC’s Black “Dormitory Maids” join 
AFSCME to fight against race and gender 
discrimination at UC.  They win their first 
contract in 1971

— •  1972: UC workers strike for 20 weeks to 
protest administrators’ refusal to enforce anti-
discrimination laws and arbitrary wage cuts. 
Workers overcome threats of retailiation and 
attacks by police to win agreement banning 
gender discrimination

— •   1980s: Together with students, AFSCME helps 
lead Anti-Apartheid divestment movement at UC

— •  1983: AFSCME wins first recognition of paid 
holiday honoring MLK Jr at UC

— •   1987: UCSF proposes “English only” rule for 
workers. AFSCME leads two year campaign to 
get rule rescinded

— •  2008-2009: After a one week strike and 
protests at UC Regents Chairman’s offices, 
service and patient care workers win $15 
minimum wage and protections for immigrants

— •  2014: After research shows 99% of AFSCME 
Represented UC Service Workers qualify for 
some form of public assistance, UC settles two 
year contract dispute

— •  2015: Dozens of long-term immigrant 
contractors at UCSF are fired after protesting 
arbitrary wage cuts. UCSF refuses to hire 
workers directly, claiming they don’t speak 
English well enough

— •  2015: After news reports of wage theft 
and other illegal labor abuses involving UC 
service contractors spark campus protests, UC 
announces new minimum wage for contract 
workers

— •  2016: After two year campaign that includes a 
speakers boycott, UC agrees to insource nearly 
200 low-wage immigrant contract workers at 
UC Berkeley and UCSF

Historical Timeline of AFSCME Campaigns  
at the University of California

1945

1960

1975

1990

2005

2018
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The UC System Determines Market Standards and 
Employment Opportunities Throughout California 

Figure 1. Map of the United States identifying the largest non-government employer for each state.11 

The University of California is the state’s third 
largest employer, behind only the state and 
federal governments. Its hiring, spending, 

and development practices contribute to an annual 
economic impact of over $46 billion.10 With such a 
large economic footprint, inequity within its workforce 
can drive inequality throughout California. How UC 
hires and treats its hundreds of thousands of workers, 
both directly hired and outsourced, determines market 
standards in every part of the state.

This role is best captured in Figure 1, a map 
identifying the largest non-government employers for 
each state. While the graphic is specifically intended 
to highlight the size and reach of Walmart as the 
largest employer in 22 states, it also captures the 
size and reach of the UC system in California, with 

its 10 campuses, five medical centers, three national 
laboratories, and innumerable satellite facilities and 
financially affiliated partners. UC’s own economic 
impact analysis found that it “touches every corner 
of California . . . even in regions where UC does not 
have a campus.”12 

In the same way that large employers like Walmart 
are known for having an outsized impact on wages 
and benefits across all industries, the University of 
California plays a similar role in determining the wage 
standards and working conditions in the Golden State. 
Given the size of these institutions, it’s important to 
recognize that these impacts are not just limited to 
wages, benefits or working conditions—but to broader 
economic and social outcomes for both the most and 
least advantaged communities.
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UC’s Compensation Practices Accelerate  
Economic Inequality

In this report, contractors and contract 
workers refer to people who perform service 
and patient care work at the University of 
California but are not directly employed by 
the University. Instead, they are employed by 
a company that UC has outsourced the work 
to. We distinguish directly hired employees by 
calling them career workers.  

Income inequality has become an increasing 
concern nationally, but is also evident at the 
University of California. At the bottom of the 

income scale is a shadow workforce of outsourced 
contract workers who often earn minimum wage or 
even less.13 At the top, executives are paid exorbitant 
salaries with luxurious perks more commonly seen in 
the private sector. In between are UC career workers 
who fight to maintain pathways into the middle class. 
Their aspirations are made more difficult by UC’s 
practice of outsourcing, which lowers standards for 
wages and working conditions.

The lived experience of income inequality at UC can 
be measured in different ways. In 2016, researchers 
at Occidental College analyzed results from a survey 
on food security for nearly 14,000 clerical and 
administrative support staff at UC.14 The survey found 
that 45 percent of this population have “very low food 
security,” defined as hunger from skipping meals or 
reduced food intake due to a lack of resources. An 
additional 25 percent have “low food security,” defined 
as reduced quality, variety, or desirability of diet. 
Researchers also found that within this population, 
food insecurity was a larger problem for workers of 
color than white workers. Workers who were Black and 
Latino/a reported the highest rates of food insecurity.

AFSCME-represented service workers, one focus of this 
report, are the lowest-paid career workers in the UC 
system.15 As noted in the introduction, it took decades 
of struggle for these employees to fight their way into 
the middle class.

UC campuses and medical centers, especially locations 
employing the largest numbers of workers,17 are 
located in the most expensive areas in California. Half 
of campuses are located in the top 10 most expensive 
housing markets in California, and all but three 
campuses are in the top 20.18 These three campuses 
(UC Davis, UC Riverside, and UC Merced) are seeing 
some of the highest annual rent increases, with UC 
Davis (Sacramento County) experiencing the highest 
rent growth in the nation.19 The living costs associated 
with UC campus locations is a topic explored in more 
detail later in this report.

In 2013, during the last round of contract negotiations 
between UC and AFSCME Local 3299 (the union 
representing the nearly 10,000 UC service workers), 
the University argued to a court-appointed arbitrator 
that it was improper for service workers to earn much 
more than McDonald’s workers. Even though it receives 
over $3 billion in state taxpayer dollars, the University 
claimed fast food workers were an appropriate “market 
comparator” to AFSCME-represented employees. 

Job Title Hourly Rate

Custodian $17 .45

Food Service $17 .99

Parking Attendant $17 .92

Security Guard $18 .35

Groundskeeper $18 .09

Table 1. Average starting pay for common types of 
service workers.16 
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Figure 2. Distribution of employees from three defined workforce segments among monthly pay bands.22

Additionally, a growing army of near-minimum wage 
service and patient care contractors, more than 7,000 
across the UC system based on UC’s own numbers, 
is increasingly replacing the work of UC’s lowest-
paid career workers.20 Evidence suggests that these 
outsourced workers not directly employed by the 
University are the only segment of UC’s workforce 
with a higher proportion of immigrants and people of 
color than UC service workers.21 Although both types 
of workers do precisely the same work, contractors 
earn significantly lower pay and frequently do not have 
access to employer-provided health benefits or sick 
days. While the quality of UC career jobs is no doubt 
a result of gains won by workers and their union, 
outsourcing service jobs to low-wage contractors 
undermines these hard fought gains and risks widening 
income inequality to the detriment of California’s most 
vulnerable populations. Later in this report, we also 
describe contractor categories excluded from the $15 
minimum wage policy and internal audits showing that 
the policy is not being enforced.

In contrast to its stance on service worker 
compensation and reliance on low-wage contractors, 
UC does not display similar restraint towards UC 
executives. Compensation increases for UC’s top 

1 percent of employees are frequently justified 
using “market comparators” culled from the largest 
private sector companies.23 A 2017 report from 
California’s State Auditor found that UC executive 
and administrative salaries are much higher than that 
of comparable state employees, and that UC perks 
for senior managers are more typical of the private 
sector.24 Newspapers consistently publish exposés 
with headlines such as “UC Chancellors who resign 
routinely get big parachutes at executive-level pay” or 
“UCLA bigs fly first class, stay in luxury.”25 

A recent observation made by California Governor 
Jerry Brown partly captures this dissonance:

“As the UC prides itself on being an agent of social 
mobility for students, it might follow that UC could 
similarly be an agent of social mobility for lower-wage 
workers . . . [UC needs to] better compensate lower 
wage workers, both employed and contracted—so 
that fewer would be concerned about housing, hunger 
and healthcare . . . [M]uch work remains, including 
holding flat executive compensation and benefits that 
near many hundreds of thousands of dollars and more, 
far beyond what the average Californian would think 
reasonable for the employee of a public university.”26 
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In light of these underlying dynamics, 
a closer look at UC payroll data shows 
a widening income gap between top 
administrators and average workers. 
Between 2005 and 2015, the average 
salary of UC’s highest-paid one percent  
of employees grew from seven to  
nine times that of the median full- 
time employee (Figure 3). Top salaries 
during this period increased nearly  
64 percent on average, from $351,936  
to $576,528.

As income inequality has increased, the 
share of UC payroll expenses flowing 
to the highest-paid employees has also 
grown. In 2015, the bottom 50 percent 
of employees accounted for only 22 
percent of total payroll costs while the 
top 10 percent represented 31 percent 
of total payroll costs (Figure 4). In other 
words, even though the former group 
of employees is comprised of five 
times as many workers, they account 
for a smaller share of payroll costs. 
Because shifts in budget finances impact 
every UC constituency in myriad ways, 
stakeholders have found common  
cause in the budget impacts of these 
executive excesses.* 

To the extent that the UC system drives 
the state economy, there are two primary 
dangers that could accelerate economic 
inequality. One threat is the widening 
gap between the top and bottom and the 
concomitant distribution of resources 
upward. A second threat is the never-
ending struggle to maintain lower-paying 
UC jobs as pathways to the middle 
class, especially for California’s most 
marginalized communities, even as UC 
lowers standards by outsourcing  
this work.

Figure 3. Median monthly pay for all UC workers compared to the 
mean monthly pay of the top 1% of wage earners in 2005, 2010,  
and 2015.27 

Figure 4. A comparison of the share of total payroll cost for the top 
10% of UC wage earners vs. the bottom 50% in 2005 and 2015. Each 
group of wage earners is labeled with their total headcount.28 

* This common cause can be illustrated through joint actions between workers and students, who have a long history of solidarity in the UC 
system. Students and workers, for example, have protested UC’s decisions to increase exorbitant executive salaries while simultaneously 
raising tuition and cutting frontline staff to unsafe levels.
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Gaps in Race and Gender Representation at UC

Figure 5. Racial demographics of UC students, UC workforce segments, and the State of 
California.32 

The University of California has drawn criticism 
over a lack of diversity in its students, faculty, 
and managerial ranks. In a recent survey 

conducted by UC, many Black students admitted 
that they chose to enroll at other universities partly 
because of the UC system’s lack of diversity. In 
response, the University has moved to increase its 
outreach efforts to attract both Latino/a and Black 
students.29 UC also invests millions in programs to 
recruit and hire more diverse faculty.30 

Racial and gender disparities31 are especially evident 
when comparing the demographics of UC’s top 
administrators to its other constituencies (Figure 5). 

The large racial disparity between UC’s senior 
executives and management and its non-management 
staff is a particularly important observation when 
it comes to employment decisions made in the 
workplace. Decisions related to hiring, promotion, 
career advancement, and personnel policies can 
exacerbate these disparities. Although staff and 
students at UC generally reflect the diversity of 
California, managers and senior executives do not. 

While Latino/as represent the largest racial group in 
California, they are underrepresented in nearly all  
UC constituencies.33 

The UC workforce that is the most diverse is UC’s 
lowest-paid workforce. The diversity of these UC 
workers reflects the reality that public sector jobs 
have traditionally represented an entry point into the 
middle class for low-wage people of color in general 
and Black workers in particular.34 However, recent 
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Figure 6. Gender demographics of UC students, UC workforce segments, and the State of 
California.36 

research suggests that these pathways are closing. This 
has been especially true for Black workers—a topic 
that will be discussed later in this report.35

While California’s population is half women, the 
demographics of UC’s senior executives fall well short 
of this measure. In contrast, women make up the 
majority among AFSCME-represented workers and 
other non-management staff (Figure 6). This disparity 
is particularly stark because the public and non-profit 

sector is statistically more inclusive of women than 
the private sector.37 A discussion about more balanced 
gender representation at all levels of management 
at UC is especially timely given a number of recent 
scandals involving sexual harassment and problematic 
institutional responses to sexual violence across the 
UC system.38 These scandals resulted in millions of 
taxpayer dollars wasted on legal claims, not to mention 
the harm perpetrated on survivors.39
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* Job types almost all have higher- and lower-paying titles within them. For example, a Lead Custodian earns more than a Senior Custodian. 
Departments also have titles with different levels of pay. In the service unit, for example, a Server earns more than a Dishwasher, and a 
Gardener earns more than a Laborer. In the patient care unit, a worker who assists with surgical tools during an operation earns more than 
someone who cleans the operating table afterwards. The patient care unit includes greater variation because it includes more titles that 
require licensing and other specializations, such as workers who operate MRI equipment or examine tissue samples for microorganisms.

Racial and Gender Wage Gaps Exist Across UC System:  
A Case Study of AFSCME 3299 Bargaining Units

Figure 7. The average hourly starting pay rate for all AFSCME-
represented workers at UC campuses and medical centers 
grouped by race.

Analysis of newly available demographic and 
job classification data specific to UC’s AFSCME-
represented workforce suggests that UC 

employment practices may be exacerbating race and 
gender disparities. Specifically, this data reveals that 
Blacks and Latino/as are more often hired into lower-
paying titles, while whites and often Asian/Pacific 
Islanders (APIs)40 are hired into higher-paying titles.*  
This racial differentiation of higher- vs. lower-paying 
titles amongst the most diverse segment of UC’s 
workforce occurs consistently and produces clear gaps 
in average starting wages.

The goal of this wage analysis is to answer the 
question: Are non-white and female employees 
disproportionately hired into lower-paying titles? 
For each location, we grouped employees by race 
and gender.41 Because wage rates are strongly 

influenced by seniority, and demographic trends are 
continuously shifting the composition of the unit, we 
control for years of service. Our method for doing 
this is to calculate the average wage for each group 
assuming all employees are on the starting “step 1” 
of their corresponding titles, which is the pay rate for 
a newly hired worker without credit for experience.42 
This allows for a comparison of whether individuals 
are hired into a higher- or lower-paying title. After 
initial hire, annual wage increases are identical for all 
individuals at the same location unless they change job 
titles. We hope to conduct an analysis that accounts 
for seniority in a future study of patterns of retention 
and promotion among different demographic groups. 
Such a study would rely on actual pay rather than 
starting pay.43

While we observe similar patterns of wage variation 
at many locations, the composition of the local 
workforce at each campus varies significantly. 
In computing a systemwide measure, we first 
calculated averages for each group at each 
campus location. These values were then 
combined—weighted by total campus or 
medical center headcount—to produce the 
systemwide average.44 Unless weighted by 
aggregated campus headcount, a systemwide 
average would largely reflect what proportion of 
a group’s members work in the most expensive 
cities. The effect of weighting the systemwide 
average by total campus headcount can be 
better understood by comparing the systemwide 
average starting wage chart (Figure 7) to the 
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corresponding individual campus charts in Appendices 
A and B. The weight given to each campus is 
also illustrated in the graph in Appendix C, which 
juxtaposes the average starting pay disparity between 
white men and Black women with the size of the 
workforce at each campus. 

A higher average starting wage means service and 
patient care workers in that racial group are more 
concentrated in higher-paying job titles and vice versa. 
The largest gap in average starting wage, between 
whites and Latino/as, is 21 percent (Figure 7). This 
translates into $5.82 per hour or over $12,152 in 
annual salary. Although racial disparities exist for both 
AFSCME service and patient care workers, the income 
gap is more apparent for patient care workers because 
there is greater differentiation in wage rates among 
patient care job titles.

When the systemwide average is disaggregated, the 
same racial hierarchy, in approximately the same order, 
exists at nearly every location (Appendix A). In other 
words, the racial gap in wages is not limited to one 
location or reflective of demographics in one region of 
the state, but reflects a systemic pattern.

A similar wage gap exists between men and women 
within the AFSCME-represented workforce. The gap is 
more acute for Latinas and Black women.

These gender gaps are illustrated in the chart 
comparing the average step 1 wage for AFSCME-
represented men and women based on their job 
title (Figure 8). A higher average starting wage 
means workers in that group are more concentrated 
in higher-paying job titles, and vice versa. Again, 
wage differences have been weighted by total 
campus or medical center headcount to account for 
differences between locations when calculating the 
systemwide average.

Among AFSCME-represented UC service workers, just 
like in the racial analysis, the gender wage disparity 
is not as apparent as among patient care workers. 
This may be attributed to wages generally being 
more compressed between the highest- and lowest-
paid titles for service workers. Among patient care 
employees, men work in titles with starting wages 7 
percent ($2.13) higher than women, or $4,447 more 
in annual salary. When race is also taken into account, 
Latinas and Black women in the patient care unit earn 
about 16 percent less than the average male worker, 
which translates into $9,963 less annually.

Although wage gaps vary between locations, nearly 
every campus and medical center sees more men 

Figure 8. The average hourly starting pay rate 
for AFSCME-represented patient care and 
service workers at UC campuses and medical 
centers grouped by gender.
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Figure 9. The average hourly starting pay rate for AFSCME-represented service workers at 
UC campuses and medical centers grouped by both race and gender.

Figure 10. The average hourly starting pay rate for AFSCME-represented patient care 
workers at UC campuses and medical centers grouped by both race and gender.

working in higher-paying titles than women, 
especially Latinas and Black women. The fact that 
a gender gap in average starting pay persists across 
two different categories of workers at 15 different 
locations representing 25,000 workers further 
suggests a pervasive, systemic pattern (Appendix B). 
Additional analysis is needed to more closely examine 

inconsistencies in gender concentrations across titles, 
such as comparing UC’s gender representation to that 
of other employers with similar jobs.

An analysis of race and gender in combination reveals 
the intersectional impact of demographics on wage 
rates (Figure 9 and Figure 10). This approach exposes 
the largest disparities between demographic groups 
and reveals how race and gender dynamics intersect 
with job pay and employment practices.

When considering race and gender together, the 
lowest-paid group (Black women) earns an average 
starting wage that is 23 percent lower than the wages 
garnered by the highest-paid group (white men) 
among frontline patient care workers. This difference 
means $7.56 less per hour, or $15,785 annually.  

Among frontline patient care workers, 
average starting pay for Black women is 23% 
lower than white men, or $15,785 annually. 
For service workers, the gap is 10%, or  
$3,946 annually.
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For service workers, the gap between white men  
and black women is 10 percent, or $1.89 per hour 
($3,946 annually).

Expressed differently, a Black female patient care 
worker would need to work for 14 years to reach the 
starting pay of a white man. In the service unit, a Black 
woman would have to work for six years. Similarly, a 
Latina patient care worker would reach the starting 
wage of a white man after working for 13 years, and a 
Latina service worker would catch up to a white man’s 
starting wage after four years.45

Several trends from this analysis are noteworthy. For 
service workers, men in each racial group constitute 
the four highest-paid groups and women the lowest-
paid groups. For patient care workers, on the other 
hand, whites and APIs constitute the highest-paid 
groups while Blacks and Latino/as make up the lowest-
paid groups. Women service workers, especially Black 
women service workers, experience the starkest wage 
disparities when compared to other demographic 
groups. The pattern of racial hierarchy for these 
intersectional groupings approximate the same racial 
hierarchy in wages when gender is not considered.

The racial and gender divides between staff and 
managers at UC needs to be addressed. But within 
the context of wage gaps even within the workforce 
segment represented by AFSCME, the demographic 
differences between UC staff and management 
become an even more urgent issue. There are 
a variety of factors potentially compounding or 
contributing to racial inequality at UC. Drivers of 

inequality could involve conscious or unconscious 
biases in recruitment, hiring, initial salary adjustment, 
promotions, and retention. A 2017 report produced by 
The Advancement Project analyzed racial disparities in 
California and addressed how these inequities persist, 
explaining, “Some of our most important public 
systems rely on personal discretion for their operation, 
which can transform [individual biases] into systemic 
disparities.”46 At UC, high-level decisions, such as 
outsourcing policies, also preserve and intensify these 
disparities. Analysis of demographic and wage data at 
UC corroborates the report’s conclusion that, “Today, 
it’s clear that race continues to be a major predictor of 
success and life chances.”47 Our findings suggest that 
these statements also apply to gender.
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Pathways to the Middle Class are Closing  
for Black Workers

Figure 11. Percentage of AFSCME-represented service and patient care workers at UC 
campuses (including the medical center for that campus, if one exists) who are Black in five 
different years between 1996 and 2015.

Historically, AFSCME-represented jobs at UC 
afforded low-wage Black workers a chance to 
join the middle class, but these workers are 

disappearing from AFSCME units (Figure 11).

While 19 percent of AFSCME workers were Black in 
1996, by 2015 only 12 percent were Black.48 In other 
words, the proportion of AFSCME members at UC 
who are Black has shrunk by 37 percent in just two 
decades. In context, Blacks as a share of the state 
population only declined from 7 percent to 6 percent.49 
This decrease in the percentage of Black AFSCME 
workers occurred at every location (Figure 12).

The magnitude of the decline in Blacks among 
AFSCME-represented UC workers varies by location, 
but has generally been steep, especially for locations 
that once had a significant proportion of Black 
workers. Recent research from UCLA found that Black 

Californians experience higher unemployment than 
whites regardless of education level.50 They also found 
that, in Los Angeles, Blacks were disproportionately 
impacted by the 2008 economic crisis, and that high 
unemployment and wage inequality are pushing Black 
residents out of the region.51 A 30 percent decline of 
AFSCME-represented Black workers at UCLA between 
2005 and 2015 is suggestive of these findings and 
calls into question UCLA’s role in the disproportionate 
impact of the economic crisis on Blacks in the Los 
Angeles area. However, the period of sharpest decline 
varies by campus and the economic crisis cannot 
explain the overall disappearance of Black workers that 
occurred systemwide well before 2008.

Even as Black worker representation declined between 
1996 and 2015, UC medical center facilities expanded 
rapidly and student enrollment grew
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Figure 12. Percentage of AFSCME-represented service and patient care workers at each UC 
campus (including the medical center for that campus, if one exists) who are Black in in 1996, 
2005, and 2015.

annually. At many locations, Black workers have 
declined in both proportion and headcount even as 
the total workforce grew, underscoring the need to 
understand the disappearance of Black workers from 
these workforce segments.

UCLA researchers recently noted that racist hiring 
practices continue to limit Black employment, 
leading to higher unemployment among Blacks 
despite their having more education than previous 
generations. The researchers recommend 
programs and policies to create access to jobs 
for underrepresented workers, including hiring 
benchmarks, improved outreach, and targeted 

hiring programs. They also note that the public 
sector is key to lifting up underrepresented workers 
given its historical role in leveling the playing field.52 

The cause of this decline in Black workers is likely 
multifaceted. These trends are likely not simply 
reflective of trends in the service industry, because the 
rate of disappearance for Black AFSCME-represented 
workers has been roughly equal between service and 
patient care workers. One possible explanation for the 
decline of Black workers in these career positions is 
UC’s outsourcing of jobs to contractors, who appear 
to include a higher percentage of Black workers and 
other workers of color.
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UC’s Underclass: Outsourced Contract Workers

Figure 13. Service contractors at UC Berkeley and UCLA grouped into racial categories based on survey 
responses.

UC’s own numbers suggest that it outsources 
jobs to approximately 7,000 private contract 
workers—largely service and patient care 

work normally performed by AFSCME-represented 
career employees.53 In a 2017 report, the California 
State Auditor confirmed systemic problems in UC’s 
outsourcing practices, including improperly displacing 
UC employees with contractors, circumventing UC’s 
own competitive bidding rules, and paying contractors 
up to $8.50 per hour less than UC employees doing the 
same work.54 The finding that UC improperly avoids 
competitive bidding is especially relevant because a 
contracting company’s terms and conditions may not 
be updated to include higher wage or labor standards 
if a contract is continuously extended.55 

The companies used by UC to supply contract workers 
are often large corporations with a history of labor 
abuses. One such company, ABM, generates $5.5 
billion in annual revenue and compensates its CEO 
$4.6 million annually.56 The most recent data available 
shows UC spends $3.4 million on contracts with ABM 
annually for custodial and parking services.57 On a 
spend basis, 91% of UC vendor contracts do not go 

towards small businesses58 even though the term is 
applied broadly. For example, any janitorial company 
earning less than $18 million per year is considered a 
small business.59

Recently, AFSCME surveyed outsourced service 
workers at UC Berkeley and UCLA to shed more light 
on their demographics and working conditions.

Hundreds of these workers employed by private 
contracting companies responded to surveys, 
revealing a workforce that is comprised of even 
more immigrants and people of color than career 
service workers (Figure 13). At UC Berkeley and UCLA, 
outsourced workers were over 96 percent and 93 
percent non-white, respectively. At UC Berkeley, there 
were 33 percent more Black workers in the service 
contractor workforce than among their directly hired

* These valet workers did not receive the FW/FW minimum wage for nearly a year after it went into effect. After reporting this violation and 
receiving back pay, UCLA canceled the contract and forced them all to apply for the jobs they had been performing for years. Forty-five 
of these valets, predominantly workers who helped report the violation, were not hired. Many groups of contractors have faced similar

At UC Berkeley and UCLA, the percentage of 
outsourced service contractors who are Black 
is similar to the percentage of career service 
workers who were Black a decade ago. 
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counterparts. At UCLA, the proportion of 
outsourced Black contractors was over 23 
percent higher. The higher proportion of 
Black workers among outsourced workers 
may partially explain the disappearance 
of Black workers among frontline career 
staff over time. Indeed, the percentage of 
outsourced service contractors who are 
Black at these two campuses is similar to 
their percentage of Black career service 
workers a decade ago.60 

Although UC publicly characterizes its 
contractors as “temporary” workers, they 
often work alongside career workers 
doing the same work in regular, full-time 
shifts for years or even decades. Some 
outsourced workers surveyed at UC 
Berkeley had worked full-time on campus 
for more than 20 years. And some 
outsourced valet workers had parked cars 
at UCLA’s main hospital since its doors 
opened a decade ago. The pie chart 
illustrating valet workers’ years of service 
(Figure 14) highlights the longevity of UC 
contractors at one of the surveyed  
UCLA locations.* 

Significant segments of surveyed 
contract workers complained about 
employment practices that appear to 
violate state and federal law (Figure 
15).61 Subsequent investigations have 
corroborated many of the outsourced 
workers’ complaints and hint at the 
prevalence of labor law violations 
and other problems among low-wage 
contractors at many UC campuses.† 

Figure 14. Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center valet parking 
contractors grouped by years of employment.

     circumstances throughout UC. In 2016, contracted custodians at UC San Francisco complained about poor working conditions and minimum 
wage pay after years of working full-time. In response, UCSF cancelled the contract and forced them to apply for jobs. Many were Chinese 
immigrants who were not hired supposedly due to lack of English fluency. Intervention by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors and Public 
Employee Relations Board led to the hiring of nearly all of these workers. See also endnote 8.

† Although the abuse of contract workers at UC is already well-documented, many more instances of abuse have yet to receive public 
attention. For example, emails uncovered during a legal hearing challenging UC’s outsourcing of service workers revealed that UC 
administrators and labor relations representatives knew contract custodians were earning $9.30 per hour. No individual expressed concern, 
nor did they report a minimum wage violation, which was $10.00 per hour in the City of Berkeley.62 This issue has never been reported 
publicly or brought to the attention of any public official. In another email, an administrator complained that hiring workers directly would 
make it impossible to achieve their goal of spending less than $2 per square foot to clean the UC Berkeley campus.63 UC argued during the 
hearing that cost savings has never been the reason for using contractors.

Figure 15. Service contractors at UCLA and UC Berkeley who 
responded affirmatively to certain survey questions regarding 
specified labor abuses and hardships.
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* A contractor working less than 20 hours per week is not covered by the policy. Student workers are also not covered. Internal 
guidelines list other exclusions for contract workers, such as jobs subject to prevailing wage, funded by certain types of grants, 
services in leased buildings with multiple tenants, vendors operating services under a lessor-lessee model, as well as contracts 
meeting various other criteria.

These include a federal investigation and financial 
settlement involving custodians working 80-hour 
weeks with no overtime pay at UC Berkeley sporting 
events,64 a wage theft settlement for parking 
attendants at UC Berkeley,65 public reporting of 
unpaid overtime from a food service worker at 
UCLA,66 outsourced workers who lost their jobs 
after complaining about working conditions at UC 
San Francisco,67 and an ongoing campaign by valet 
workers at UCLA who lost their jobs after complaining 
about violations of UC’s minimum wage policy and 
subsequently receiving retroactive pay in response to 
those violations.68

It was in the aftermath of bad publicity from 
revelations about UC Berkeley contractor labor 

violations in 2015 that UC President Janet Napolitano 
announced the University’s new “Fair Wage/Fair Work 
Plan” (FW/FW), a policy that phased in a $15 minimum 
wage mainly for the benefit of outsourced workers 
(nearly all directly hired employees earn more than 
this minimum). However, many outsourced workers 
are categorically excluded from the policy.*69 

Considered together, the contractor survey responses 
at select campuses, publicly documented incidents 
involving UC contractors, the 2017 State Auditor’s 
report, and the enactment of UC’s new minimum wage 
policy are suggestive of a dynamic where UC appears 
to be outsourcing career jobs that might otherwise be 
occupied by Black workers in favor of private companies 
that pay lower wages and offer fewer benefits.
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How UC’s Fair Wage/Fair Work Plan  
Perpetuates Inequality

* For example, seven out of 10 campuses did not obtain a single valid certification form showing that vendors actually pay the FW/FW 
minimum wage. The remaining three locations received mostly invalid certifications, often meaning they were statements of compliance 
signed by managers instead of auditors and without the required evidence. Contractors randomly contacted by auditors were unaware that 
the policy existed. One contractor simply refused to follow FW/FW requirements without consequence. At three campuses where auditors 
were able to look at a sample of contracts, they found contracts omitting FW/FW language.

† An internal document directs campuses to simply treat as an “exception” any contractor who ignores the annual requirement to 
demonstrate compliance with the $15 minimum wage (see endnote 69). In an internal audit, UCLA discusses providing a blanket exemption 
from providing evidence of compliance for any contractor who claims it would be a “hardship” (see endnote 70). 

Figure 16. Total monthly pay needed to support a family with two parents and one 
working adult according to the California Budget Project. The amount of shortfall 
between the FW/FW minimum wage and total pay needed is labeled.72 

While the enactment of FW/FW might be 
considered an example of UC addressing 
the moral and socio-economic concerns of 

its stakeholders, a closer look at the policy suggests 
that it may be perpetuating the very inequities it 
purports to cure.

First, UC’s own internal audits70 have recently 
shown that no campus or medical center is truly 

implementing or enforcing the FW/FW policy.* The 
plan also provides that any contractor who refuses to 
accept FW/FW language can be granted an “exception” 
that exempts them from the policy. There is no criteria 
or limitation on the granting of these exemptions.† 
During a recent UC Regents meeting, UC’s systemwide 
Deputy Audit Officer stated, “There has been a higher 
frequency of exemptions granted to FW/FW than I’ve 

observed as it relates to 
other policies.”71 But even 
if the policy were properly 
enforced, UC campuses are 
located in many of the most 
expensive cities in the state, 
where $15 per hour falls far 
short of a family supporting 
wage according to the 
California Budget Project 
(Figure 16).

Finally, UC’s FW/FW plan 
leaves in place the very 
financial incentives that 
encourage UC to outsource 
its lowest-paying career 
jobs to private corporations 
who rely even more on 
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Figure 17. A comparison between the surveyed service 
contractors’ average wage at UCLA, FW/FW minimum 
wage, and mean starting wage for AFSCME-represented 
service workers at UCLA.75 

The $15 minimum wage policy encourages UC 
locations to continue outsourcing its lowest-
paying jobs to private corporations who rely 
even more on people of color while paying 
them even less.

people of color and pay them even less. AFSCME-
represented workers had already won a $15 minimum 
wage in 2014,73 and in spite of the widening income 
gap explored earlier in this report, their statewide 
minimum wage stands at $16.47 per hour today.74 

The University has effectively acknowledged the 
lower-wage financial incentives at the heart of its 
outsourcing practices. UC lobbyists cited higher labor 
costs as a central argument against state legislation 
that would have provided UC’s outsourced workers 
wage parity with directly employed UC workers 
performing the same jobs.

When FW/FW was announced, UC was working to 
defeat SB 376 (Lara), a Senate bill that would require 

outsourced contract workers to be paid the same 
wages and benefits as direct employees. Preventing 
legislation that would require parity between 
outsourced and direct employees has consistently 
been UC’s “highest priority.”76 UC repeatedly argued 
while lobbying against the bill that FW/FW made the 
bill superfluous. Governor Brown cited FW/FW when 
he ultimately vetoed SB 376. 

Still, FW/FW represents another concession from UC 
administrators in response to stakeholder demands. 
After all, as Figure 17 illustrates, the FW/FW minimum 
wage would represent an improvement on wages for 
the contractors not categorically exempted from the 
policy, if it were actually enforced.

In recent years, both outsourced and career workers 
campaigned, together with students, to win direct 
employment for many outsourced positions, shine a 
light on UC’s shadow workforce, and win concessions 
such as FW/FW. These workers, using their union 
as a vehicle, remain at the forefront of demanding 
economic, racial, and gender equity.
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Recommendations

The University of California enjoys a special legal 
status that provides autonomy unique from 
other state agencies and educational systems. It 

is generally not subject to state or local laws, nor is its 
appointed governing board, the UC Regents, subject to 
public control or oversight during their 12-year terms, 
which are frequently extended. Such blanket immunity 
from public accountability, particularly in light of the 
findings in this report, makes it clear that UC would 
benefit from greater oversight and transparency. This 
could be a crucial first step towards helping UC craft 
targeted policies to tackle racial and gender inequities.

Just as UC invests millions of dollars to promote more 
diversity amongst its faculty ranks, the University 
should consider promoting diversity amongst its 
managers and non-faculty staff, using methods that 
include career ladders for its low-wage workers. 
These efforts could also include more resources for 
recruitment, diversity training for managers making 
hiring decisions, and more data transparency in the 
demographics of job applicants. 

In this report’s case study of AFSCME-represented 
service and patient care workers, as well as 
unrepresented service contractors, it is clear that 
UC is engaged in a myriad of employment practices 
that entrench gender and racial inequities. In order 
to tackle these issues, we call for policies that open 
opportunities for marginalized communities, preserve 
pathways to the middle class, and create transparency 
legislation to shed light on the working conditions of 
UC’s shadow workforce. These policies could include:

1.  Family-sustaining pay and benefit levels for UC’s 
lowest paid workers: AFSCME-represented workers 
are the most diverse segment of UC’s workforce, 
often rooted in marginalized communities with 
high levels of unemployment, low household 

wealth, and little or no retirement savings. To 
prevent further widening of the racial and gender 
disparities revealed in this report, UC must take care 
to preserve the quality of these career jobs and to 
offer compensation levels that maintain parity with 
the rising cost of living in campus communities.

2.  Training funds and training programs for low-wage 
workers: One approach for countering systemic bias 
is to actively create career ladders for low-wage 
workers from underrepresented communities. 
The cost of classes or licensing programs may be 
an insurmountable obstacle for someone living 
paycheck to paycheck, working a second job, 
struggling with the cost of child care, or commuting 
long distances due to housing costs. Workplace-
based training programs, or a training fund that pays 
for some of these costs, would help experienced 
workers from UC’s most diverse workforce segments 
ascend into better paying occupations, where UC’s 
workforce is currently the least diverse.

3.  Remove barriers to employment: People of 
color, immigrants, women, and other groups face 
multiple systemic barriers to financial stability. UC’s 
employment practices should seek to neutralize 
these barriers instead of locking them in place. 
This may include utilizing “local hire” policies 
that actively train and recruit workers from local 
underprivileged communities who are too often 
ignored, and banning discrimination against people 
with criminal records (“ban the box”).77  There are a 
myriad of best practice models that can be applied 
to UC.

4.  Retrain laid-off workers for vacant positions:  
One approach to increase workforce diversity 
and stem the attrition of Black workers at UC is to 
provide training for existing vacant positions in the 
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event of a layoff. Such an approach can synergize 
with other career advancement programs, turning 
otherwise adverse events into opportunities—
especially for low-wage workers from communities 
with high unemployment.

5.  Greater transparency in outsourcing: Over the 
last few years, outsourced UC contract workers 
have consistently reported labor abuses, in many 
instances leading to legal settlements. UC’s own 
internal audits show that campuses and medical 
centers are not enforcing its $15 minimum wage.  
To prevent these abusive practices, contract 
companies should be required to report the wages 
and benefits of outsourced workers to California’s 
State Controller.78 

6.  Equal pay for equal work: UC’s outsourced workers 
are primarily immigrants who receive lower pay and 
few (if any) benefits compared to career workers—
even though they work the same jobs for years 
or decades. There is also evidence to suggest that 
outsourcing has contributed to a sharp decline in 
black employment within AFSCME-represented 
units. By guaranteeing that pay for outsourced 
workers is commensurate with career employees 
doing the same jobs, UC can eliminate the financial 
incentives that may contribute to this trend, while 
lifting some of its most disadvantaged workers out 
of poverty. 

7.  Bring outsourced workers in-house: Currently, 
outsourced workers whose jobs are converted into 
career positions lose their jobs and are forced to 
apply for the same positions where they worked for 
years prior. Once they’re forced to apply for career 
positions, they face many of the same barriers to 
employment, such as speaking with an accent, 
which led them to become low-wage contractors 
in the first place. When bringing outsourced work 

in-house, UC should give preference to previous 
contract workers, similar to the way that career 
workers’ are given credit for their time at UC when 
applying for open positions.

These policies are only a starting point, and would 
benefit from further analysis of demographics and 
working conditions for other workforce segments. 

Based on UC’s history, it’s unlikely these changes will 
come without struggle, and frontline workers, united 
across all races and genders and in alliance with other 
stakeholders, including UC students, will need to 
continue playing a leading role in bringing more equity 
to the UC system.
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Appendix B: Average Starting Pay of AFSCME-Represented Patient 
Care and Service Workers Grouped By Gender at Each UC Location
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Appendix C: Graphs Comparing Workforce Size at Each UC Location to  
the Difference Between Average White Male Starting Pay and  
Average Black Female Starting Pay for AFSCME-Represented  

Patient Care and Service Workers79 
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